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In lesson II, we introduced the two classes of Igbo verbs we created and called I-dot and
I-dotless verbs in order to better explain the behaviour of Igbo verbs.  In lesson III, we
discussed the days of the Igbo week, the weeks of the month, the months of the year, the
Igbo subject and possessive pronouns, and the conjugation of I-dot verbs in the present
progressive (or continuous) tense.  In lesson IV, you will learn how to conjugate I-dotless
verbs in the present progressive (or continuous tense) as well as how to negate a sentence
or an affirmation with Igbo negative particles.

4.1 Formation of the Present Progressive Tense

If you are visiting our Language Centre for the first time, you are probably not conversant
with the terms I-dot and I-dotless verbs.  If that is the case, we urge you to go back and
read lessons II and III before this one.  Our common-sense approach to the teaching and
interpretation of Igbo is so unique that you will not be able to skip some lessons and still
follow subsequent ones without running into stumbling blocks. So, the sooner you
familiarize yourself with our approach and novel way of interpreting Igbo linguistic and
cultural realities, the more comfortable you will feel as our lessons gradually progress.

As you recall, the term tense refers to the change in the form of the verb that shows the
time of the action described by the verb.  For example, if I am doing now what I did
yesterday and will do again tomorrow, I will use different tenses (present, past, and
future) that reflect the time of each action to describe them so that you, the reader, will
know exactly when I did each of them.  In other words, I will use the past tense to
describe what I did yesterday, the present tense for what I am doing at this moment, and
the future tense for what I will do tomorrow, as the following English examples show:

(1a) I went to school yesterday. (2a) I ate rice and beans yesterday.
(1b) I am going to school now. (2b) I am eating rice and beans now.
(1c) I will go to school tomorrow. (2c) I will eat rice and beans tomorrow.

As you also know from lesson III, we use the present progressive tense to describe or talk
about something that is happening as we speak.  It shows that the action is continuing or
progressing at this moment, as you can see from sentence (2a) – (2f) below.

(2a) - .. I am sleeping (emphasizes the present moment).

(2b)  - .  is running (emphasizes the present moment).

(2c) - .  is eating (emphasizes the present moment).



(2d) - . He is fighting (emphasizes the present moment).

(2e) - . The are wrestling (emphasizes the present moment).

(2f) - . I am listening (emphasizes the present moment).

To conjugate (= systematically arrange the different forms of a verb) a regular I-dotless
verb, in the present progressive tense, take the following steps:

1. Cut off the infinitive marker of the verb (i) and replace it with the letter “e” as
in the following example:   <---->  .

2. Place the auxiliary verb  before the main verb and join both of them with

an obligatory hyphen.  Example:  (from step 1 above) will

become - .

3. Ensure that the appropriate complement accompanies the verb, as in the above
examples (see steps 1 and 2).

4. Do not replace the vowel of the auxiliary verb  with an apostrophe, as some

native Igbo speakers mistakenly do.
5. Follow each of the subject pronouns with the product of step (2) above, as in

the examples below:

By the way, let us clarify one thing before going further.  Do you remember that every
Igbo verb has an infinitive form and that there are no exceptions to the rule?  If you do,
what is the infinitive form of the above-mentioned auxiliary verb that you first came
across in lesson III? And to what group of Igbo verbs does it belong? The infinitive form
is .  And it is an I-dot verb.  We derived  from  by dropping the infinitive

marker.  That is not always the case, though.  As you will learn later, there are situations
in which  is used as an auxiliary verb in the infinitive form, with the marker intact.

To refresh your memory, an infinitive is the base form of a verb.  It expresses an action,
state, or process without reference to person (who or what performs the action) or time
(past, present, or future).  In English, the infinitive is usually preceded by the word to (to
write, to sing, to teach, to study, to cook, to smile, to laugh) which may be expressed or
understood.  In this course, Igbo verbs are quoted in their infinitive – the form in which
they are being exhaustively listed in our dictionary (in the making).

Verb 1: /  (to write)

SINGULAR PLURAL
1st Person - / - /

2nd Person  - /  - /

3rd Person  - /  - /



As you already know from lesson III, a personal pronoun is a pronoun that shows by its
form whether it refers to the person speaking, the person spoken to, or the person (or
thing) spoken of.  In the above conjugation, “ ” is the person speaking, “ ” is the person

spoken to, and “ ” is the person (or thing) spoken about.  Similarly, “ ” refers to the

persons speaking, “ ” refers to the persons spoken to, and “ ” refers to the persons

(or things) spoken about.  That said, let us apply the conjugation rules to another I-dotless
verb – or  (to talk/speak).

Verb 2: /  (to talk or speak)

SINGULAR PLURAL
1st Person - -

2nd Person - -

3rd Person - -

In case you have not understood the points I am trying to put across, the pronoun of the
first person is “ ” (or “ ”) with its plural “ .”  The pronoun of the second person is

“ ” (or “ ”) with its plural “ ” that refers to more than one person.  And the pronoun

of the third person is “ ” (or “ ”) with the common plural “ ” for both pronouns.  You

are now ready for the conjugation of nine additional I-dotless verbs that Igbo speakers at
home and abroad use in their daily conversations.

Verb 3: /  (to think)

SINGULAR PLURAL
1st Parson - -

2nd Person - -

3rd Person - -

Verb 4: /  (to eat)

SINGULAR PLURAL
1st Person - / - /

2nd Person - / - /

3rd Person - / - /

NOTA: and  are two different manifestations of the

same verb.  You can use them interchangeably with no risk of being misunderstood.



Verb 5: /  (to cook)

SINGULAR PLURAL
1st Person - / - /

2nd Person - / - /

3rd Person - / - /

Verb 6:  (to draw something)

SINGULAR PLURAL
1st Person - -

2nd Person - -

3rd Person - -

Verb 7:  (to cry)

SINGULAR PLURAL
1st Person - -

2nd Person - -

3rd Person - -

Verb 8:  (to walk)

SINGULAR PLURAL
1st Person - -

2nd Person - -

3rd Person - -

Verb 9:  (to sleep)

SINGULAR PLURAL
1st Person - -

2nd Person - -

3rd Person - -

NOTA:  is an important verbal complement that is linked to a number of colourful

Igbo expressions.  Since they are sleep related, and we all sleep every day, we will list
some of them in Section 4.7 for your vocabulary enrichment.



Verb 10:  (to dance)

SINGULAR PLURAL
1st Person - -

2nd Person - -

3rd Person - -

Verb 11:  (to pray)

SINGULAR PLURAL
1st Person - -

2nd Person - -

3rd Person - -

4.2. Group I and Group II Verbs

If you have studied lesson III, you must have noticed by now that several verbs that are
synonymous in Igbo do not always belong to the same class of verbs.  Some do, as the
following examples show:

GROUP I (I-DOTLESS) GROUP I (I-DOTLESS)
 (to take a photograph)  (to take a photograph)

 (to cook food)  (to cook food)

 (to get or rise up)  (to get or rise up)

 (to make soup)  (to make or prepare soup)

 (to beg for pardon)  (to beg for pardon)

 (to look around)  (to look around)

 (to finish cooking)  (to finish cooking)

GROUP II (I-DOT) GROUP II (I-DOT)
 (to dance)  (to dance)

 (to tell a lie)  (to tell a lie)

 (to hate)  (to hate someone/something)

 (to drop sth.)  (to drop something)

 (to wreak havoc) /  (to wreak havoc)

 (to sit down)  (to sit down)



 (to cancel sth.)  (to cancel something)

 (to sow seeds)  (to sow seeds)

 (to be wide) /  (to be wide)

/  (to lock door) /  (to lock door/sth.)

 (to open/unlock sth.)  (to open/unlock something)

 (to patch cloth)  (to patch/mend cloth)

 (to see a new day)  (to see the light of a new day)

And others do not, as in these examples:

GROUP I (I-DOTLESS) GROUP II (I-DOT)
 (to cry)  (to cry or shed tears)

 (to walk)  (to walk)

 (to sleep)  (to sleep)

/  (to dance)  (to dance)

 (to play music)  (to play music)

 (to run an errand)  (to run an errand)

 (to burn)  (to burn)

 (to quarrel)  (to quarrel)

 (to throw sth. away)  (to throw something away)

 (to listen)  (to listen)

 (to be bitter)  (to be bitter)

 (to make noise)  (to make noise)

 (to look/search for sth.)  (to look or search for sth.)

 (to be shy)  (to be shy)

 (to be vigilant)  (to be vigilant)

 (to close the eyes)  (to close one’s eyes)

The list is not exhaustive.  We will reveal more about the structure of the Igbo verb in the
coming lessons.  In the meantime, feel free to use the above verbs interchangeably.

4.3 Negation

The Igbo people have a proverb about reversible and irreversible actions that goes this
way: “ ” (the saliva an individual

spits out of his mouth does not go back into it).  If everything that comes out of the



human mouth were to function the same way, like a lobster cage with no exit, life on
earth would have been too rigid and a lot more chaotic.  There would have been no way
for us to change our minds about things we regret after doing them.  And no way, too, to
disengage oneself from injurious commitments or to retract confessions made under
duress.  Similarly, damages caused by careless statements, admissions made before the
facts, and honest mistakes would all have been irreparable. Most importantly, there also
would have been no way for us to say no after we have mistakenly said yes, and no way
to commute prison sentences or pardon wrongful doers.  Fortunately for us, the universe
gives us leeway to change certain things.  For example, we can repudiate a charge, nullify
agreements, and revoke permits – all by negating the original statements that gave rise to
them, since every thing under the sun implies the existence of its negative counterpart.

Igbo has different ways of expressing negativity, depending on the situation.  And we
will examine all of them as the need arises.  For now, we will focus our attention on the
negation of the conjugated verbs.  So, how does an Igbo speaker say, for example, that he
or she is not eating, not dancing, not singing, or not sleeping?  Here are the steps to take:

1. For the first, second, and third person singular, attach the negative particle
–  to the auxiliary verb  (= after dropping its infinitive marker) and

delete the obligatory hyphen, as in the following examples:

(a) - <-----> .

(b) - /  <-----> / .

(c) -  <-----> .

2. For the first, second, and third person plural forms of the verb, prefix the
letter “a” to the auxiliary verb  (= after dropping its infinitive marker),

suffix the negative particle –  to it, and delete the obligatory hyphen,

as these examples show:

 (a) -  <----> .

 (b) -  <----> .

(c) -  <----> .

3. The rules apply to I-dot and I-dotless verbs alike.

The first person singular and the third person plural alternative forms follow rule (1)
above.  In other words, you do not prefix the letter “a” to the auxiliary verb because the
forms in question already begin with the letter “a”:

(i)  <----> .

(ii)  <---->  .



(iii)   <---->  .

(iv)   <----> 

(v)  <----> .

4.4. Alternative Forms of I-dotless Verbs

The first person singular and the third person plural forms of the conjugated I-dotless
verbs above have alternative forms, just like the I-dot verbs we discussed in lesson III.
To derive the forms, take the following easy steps:

STEP I: Move the subject pronoun in between the auxialiry verb and the main
verb.  Example: -  <----> 

STEP II: Delete the hyphen and insert a word space before and after the main
verb, as in the above example.
STEP III: Place the letter a in the subject position (= the position of the pronoun
before the movement).  Ex.:  <----> 

If you follow the steps rigidly, as prescribed, you will end up with the following first
person singular and third person plural alternative forms for the eleven I-dotless verbs
conjugated above:

SINGULAR PLURAL
Verb 1: 

Verb 2: 

Verb 3: 

Verb 4: / /

Verb 5: /  /

Verb 6: 

Verb 7: 

Verb 8: 

Verb 9: 

Verb 10: 

Verb 11: 

4.5 Conjugation of Verbs: Negative

As the Igbo people say, “ ” (the

elements of the universe do not always move in a straight line).  Sometimes, they do.



And sometimes they do not.  To the Igbo, it is this contradiction or conflict between the
two opposing forces that keeps their world of duality in a state of perfect balance by
preventing none of the seemingly antagonistic but complementary forces from actualizing
rigorously.  The same is true of language – one of the elements of the said universe.  The
eleven I-dotless verbs we conjugated in the present progressive (or continuous tense, the
I-dot verbs we examined and conjugated in lesson III, and the hundreds of Igbo verbs that
we have not yet looked at – all can be negated.  To do so, the Igbo speaker or learner has
to apply the negation rules (outlined in the preceding pages) rigidly to the verbs.  It is as
simple as that.  Below is an illustration of how to apply them to I-dot and I-dotless verbs.

Verb 1:  (to read)

SINGULAR PLURAL
1st Person

2nd Person

3rd Person   

Verb 2: /  (to think)

SINGULAR PLURAL
1st Person  

2nd Person  

3rd Person   

Verb 3:  (to laugh)

SINGULAR PLURAL
1st Person  

2nd Person  

3rd Person   

If the subject pronouns above are replaced by their antecedents, the nouns they refer to,
the first, the second, and the third person singular forms will all prefix the letter “a” to the
auxiliary verb before attaching the negative particle –  to it.  In other words, they will,

in that case, follow rule (2) above just like the first, the second, and the third plural forms.
(See step 2.)  Example:

INSTEAD OF  THESE: YOU HAVE THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES:
  (Oji is the antecedent).

  (Ike is the antecedent).



  (Jide = the antecedent).

.  (Uko = antecedent).

.  (Aja is the antecedent).

4.6 Negative Alternative Forms

In Section 4.4 we outlined the steps that you are supposed to take in order to derive the
first person singular and the third person plural alternative forms of all the conjugated and
regular I-dotless verbs.  In this section, you will learn how to derive the same forms in the
negative.  So here are the simple rules that you are to follow:

For the negative equivalent of the first person singular alternative form:
STEP I: Move the subject pronoun in between the auxiliary verb and the main
verb.  Example:  <----> .

STEP II: Place the letter “a” in the subject position (= the position of the pronoun
before the movement.  Ex.  <----> .

For the negative equivalent of the third person plural alternative form:
STEP I: Move the subject pronoun in between the auxiliary (to which has been
attached the negative particle - ) and the main verb, as in the following

example:  <---->

STEP II: Separate the harmonizing prefix attached to the auxiliary from the latter
by inserting a word space between the two.
Example:  <----> 

The bi-directional arrow that accompanies a particular rule simply indicates that the
operation goes either way (= proceeds in both directions).  In other words, if you only
know what is on the left-hand side of the arrow, you can derive what is on the right–hand
side from it and vice versa.  That, I think, is another confirmation that the universe does
not always move in one direction.

4.7 Colourful Expressions and Vocabulary

As promised, here are some handy expressions that you should know and use in your
daily conversations. They are inspired by the verbs we conjugated in the preceding pages.

: - . I am looking for a library.

- . You are writing an Igbo book.

- . She is harvesting vegetables.

- . They need currencies (paper money).



:  ( ) . Morning prayers

- . We are building a prayer house.

- . God answers prayer.

- . Oji prays a lot.

! Let us pray!

- . He/she is praying in Igbo.

: Travel (= on foot)

Travel (= by car)

Travel (= by train)

Travel (= by airplane)

Travel (= by sea/boat)

- . I am walking on water.

: - We are cooking (food).

- ? What type of food are you cooking?

. I am cooking rice.

- . I am cooking yam porridge.

- . Yam porridge is delicious.

- ? What are you drinking?

. I am drinking water.

: - They are laughing at you.

- ? What is amusing you?

. Laughter is not friendship.

: - . You speak well (= are an orator).

. They speak well (= are orators).

? What is your topic?

. You are a talkative.

- . He/she speaks the truth.



: - . I am feeling sleepy.

- . He/she wants to sleep.

. I don’t want to sleep.

. Chidi sleeps a lot (metaphorically).

- . Ngozi is feeling drowsy.

- . You are feeling drowsy.

- . You sleep like a dog.

. I am not feeling sleepy.

- . We sleep a lot.

4.8 Assignment

1. Conjugate the following verbs in the present progressive tense.

(i)  to sigh (ii) to somersault

(iii) to drive (iv) to prophesy

(v) to try sth. (vi) to roll

(vii) to look (viii) to make noise

(ix) to rest (x) to cough

2. Make the following Igbo sentences negative:

(a) - . Jide is eating.

(b) - Uche is laughing.

(c) - . Amarachukwu is cooking (food).

(d) - . Ugo is reading.

(e) - The elephant is dancing.

(f) - . The oil is burning.

(g) - . Ikenna is somersaulting.

(h) - . They are running helter-skelter.

(i) - . They are stampeding.

(j) . They are engaged in a tug-of-war.

(k) - . Ozioma is sweeping the house.

Thank you for your visit.  As promised, lesson V will be up soon. So, come back soon.


